Public lecture:

Sexual relations and the rise of uncertainty

Professor Eva Illouz
L’École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales
Paris & The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Hedi Fritz-Niggli Visiting Professor, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences UZH, 2016

Please join us for this exciting opportunity to spend time with Prof. Eva Illouz, author of Why Love Hurts: A Sociological Explanation, and Hard-Core Romance: "Fifty Shades Of Grey", Best-Sellers, and Society

Introduction: Mike Martin, Vice Dean Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, UZH

May 12 2016, 6.15-8 pm
RAA-G-01 (Aula), Rämistrasse 59, 8001 Zurich

Apéro included
In cooperation with: University of Zurich, Gender Studies
Places are limited, please register: karin.gilland-lutz@gleichstellung.uzh.ch